Lucky
Brisket
When visiting a barbecue
restaurant, have you ever wondered how your love of competition would translate into
actually owning your own business? Or have you ever been
scared to take the leap into
making a career out of a hobby
you absolutely love doing?
That is the question that may
come across your mind as you
start the barbecue season. For us, those questions came across
the minds of both Matt and Jennifer Falck of Lucky Brisket BBQ,
out of Mounds View, MN.
The Falcks started competing at competitions in Fall of 2012.
From a small $150 smoker that we got online, we decided to not
start at the backyard level, but go pro immediately. That decision
paid off for us as we earned a couple of trophies in our first few
comps. The highlight of our first pro in 2013 at Smokin' in Steele
was being right next to our barbecue idol Moe Cason. He was so
friendly and welcoming to us, and we knew that we were in the
right sport to take part in as a family, including our 13 year old
son at the time, Daunte, and Matt's Uncle Joe Falck. We upgraded that small smoker to a custom built stick burner in 2014.
From then on, we were off to the races. Each year, we started to
win awards, along with making many friends along the way.
From our successes (and struggles), Matt came up an idea to open
up his own food truck. Our concept was to bring good barbecue
to the masses. It was just a question of how we were going to do
it.
In 2015, we purchased a custom built trailer, along with a brand
new CTO, that we have lovingly named "Miss Stella". With Matt
taking any extra money that we had to starting this dream, we investigated what all is needed to start this business. From getting
certified by the health department, finding a commissary (or
what is considered to be a commissary), to creating our own
line of barbecue sauces, custom
spices, we knew that this was no
small mission. After much hard
work, Matt left his job in corporate America to live the dream
of owning his own business in
2017 and hasn't looked back.
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One of the things we have learned going from the barbecue circuit to owning our own food truck, is that being able to keep consistent quality while creating large amounts of food, and planning
appropriately for each event is no small task. Competitions are so
unique in the fact that you will watch each meat all night, keep
the smoker hot, take extra care in perfection of your turn in
boxes, and hope that your food is amazing and that the judges
love it. When you scale up for restaurants or food trucks, you
aren’t able to babysit the meats as much as you would at a competition. Know that when you are at your favorite barbecue
restaurant or food truck, a lot of trial and error went into getting
the quality to what the public expects to have when enjoying barbecue.
Owning a food truck is like cooking for hundreds of judges, instead of just 24.
In owning a food truck, each day is so different from the next day.
A day in the life of a food trucker pretty much starts like a competition - starting your food in the evening. When you wake up
for your work day, you are pretty much on the job. From slicing
the brisket, shredding the pork, making any special sides to making sure that you are prepared completely. It’s just like packing
for a competition, on a daily basis. And all about quantity and
forecasting what the next day will look like. It's so unpredictable.
One day, we may be stationed at the Minnesota State Capitol, and
being either the only food truck
that lunch hour or having 12
other food trucks in the same
place. Or if we are at the ever
popular taproom, we are always
trying to plan for customers and
what potential business can happen that day. If we know an
event is going to be popular, we
know we should plan on having
a lot of customers, hence a lot of
food to serve. On top of it all,
making sure that you are taking
advantage of social media - i.e.
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter;
it’s a full time job, and then
some.
There is a lot of hard work, sacrifice, and grit to owning a food
truck. Know that there is a lot of trial and error to get the right
formula. But you reap the rewards so much!!
With all the hard work that we have done, we wouldn't change it
for the world.
Jennifer Falck
Co-owner and Social Media Manager
Lucky Brisket BBQ
Mounds View, MN
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Culinary Fight Club
our home kitchen.
The time passed
incredibly quickly
as we sautéed,
boiled, chopped,
sliced and cooked
for all we were
worth.
In a word, Culinary Fight Club is exhilarating. From the
moment you walk in the door at the event, you feel the
electricity. As all four chefs started setting up their stations it began to sink in how intense the competition
would be and that the next hour of cooking would truly be
a fight to the finish. The event started with a 45 second
pantry race where only a limited number and type of ingredients is offered to you, time to start thinking on your feet.
We made an on-the-fly main protein change to our original
game plan, I forgot one key ingredient we had planned on
grabbing, and everything else looked quite different from
our test runs in our home kitchen.
Alright, 45 seconds down, one hour to go. We began prepping our raw ingredients and started getting pans hot.
People at the event gathered around our table to watch us
as we cooked and a DJ dropped beats, also a factor not in

The best part was
competing with
my partner in
cooking and in
life, Jen. We had
to adjust, communicate, and make
all the variables
work and work well together.
The MC announced five minutes left and we started plating as neatly and as expeditiously as our hands would
move. We turned our plates in with only seconds to spare.
Then came the judging. Three judges tasted our creation
and would score us. This was just as nerve racking as the
actual cook. As fast as the hour went, you then somehow
remember every second and replay every step in your head
waiting to hear what they think of your dish as well as all of
your competitors dishes.
They got ready to announce the winner and narrowed it down to the final
two. Our hearts were beating out of
our chests. When our name was announced it was pure exhilaration.
Montana Max
Montana Max BBQ
@Montanamaxbbq

Minnesota Upcoming Events
May 10-11th , MN in May, KCBS pro & backyard competition, Isanti Fairgrounds, Cambridge MN, www.mnbbqsociety.com
May 31-June 1, Smokin’ in Steele, Owatonna MN, KCBS pro & backyard competition, and Kids Q. www.smokininsteele.com
Aug 16-17, Smokefest, Pro KCBS competition, www.smsumustangs.com
Aug 23-24, Big Island BBQ, Albert Lea MN, KCBS pro competition. www.bigislandfestivalandbbq.com
Sept 13-14, King Turkey Day Smokin’ Gobbler Cook off, Worthington MN. www.kingturkeyday.net
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